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SOUTHEAST CASE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION 

SECRA was formed in 1991 as an affiliate of the North American Case Research Association. Its 

purpose is to: 

• Continually develop the case method of research, teaching, and application toward functional 

and strategic level administrative issues; 

• Develop interdisciplinary case and teaching note writing skills as defined by AACSB; 

• Advance individual analytical and reasoning skills; 

• Provide necessary forums for the interchange of expertise among those who train and develop 

policy-making professionals; and, 

• Continually promote the active exchange of information between case authors and 

interdisciplinary professionals in both public and private sectors. 

Membership is open to academics, researchers, professionals, and others who share a commitment 

to improve the case method of teaching, research, and publication. 
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FROM THE PROCEEDING EDITORS 
 

 

Dear SECRA Colleagues: 

Welcome to the 27th edition of our annual conference. Whether you are coming to the Annual 

Meeting for the first time, or you have enjoyed this conference before, we welcome you! SECRA 

lives through the continuous support and involvement of its members, and we sincerely appreciate 

your involvement and hard work. 

As always, we are standing on the shoulders of giants. The 2019 SECRA officers are pleased to 

share that 39 embryo and full cases were accepted for this year’s roundtable discussions. These 

cases were created by 72 authors representing 28 institutions in 12 different states (including Utah 

and Minnesota). This diverse representation is testament to the wide acceptance of SECRA in the 

broader academic community. Thank you for continuing to get the word out about the organization 

as well as the conference. We would love to grow even more in the future. 

The 2019 SECRA Proceedings is published in two formats: this printed booklet and in a password 

protected format on www.secra.org.  The booklet contains the case synopses alphabetized by the 

first author’s last name and a quick author reference index. The call for papers for next year’s 

conference is also included along with additional information about SECRA. 

Please be aware that there are no formatting requirements for full case submissions on the website 

so the cases will be in a variety of unedited formats. Some authors have requested that their full 

cases be withheld from the proceedings so that they may be published elsewhere. All authors are 

encouraged to submit their full cases to the SECRA Journal. 

In the interest of protecting all authors’ valuable intellectual property, please do not share the 

materials with colleagues who are not familiar with case procedures. Instead, refer other interested 

faculty to contact the author listed on the original case synopsis. Participants are advised that the 

instructor’s manual and teaching notes are considered sensitive academic materials and should not 

be distributed to students. 

Many thanks to everyone who helped make our annual meeting possible. Without authors, 

reviewers, roundtable chairs, officers who work behind the scenes and serve in leadership positions, 

and everybody else volunteering their time, we could not organize this annual meeting. We 

encourage every member to consider serving in some capacity during the upcoming year. 

Thank you for the opportunity to serve as Proceedings Editors for SECRA’s 27th Annual Meeting. 

Best regards, 

Jonathan Krispin, Proceedings Editor 

Marko Horn, Associate Proceedings Editor 
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SMALL BUSINESS STAFFING CHALLENGES: TO CLOSE OR NOT TO 

CLOSE? 

 
Kristie A. Abston 

Middle Tennessee State University 

 

Dennis E. Gupton 

Middle Tennessee State University 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

Noble’s Bakery was a venture born from blood, sweat, and tears by owner, Max Noble. Her dream of 

having a storefront for the already-successful catering business had finally come to fruition after two 

years of careful planning. Noble’s Bakery enjoyed a loyal breakfast and lunch crowd, and orders from 

other businesses were pouring in almost faster than the team could fulfill. In fact, finding and retaining 

employees was turning out to be the biggest challenge for the storefront business. After months of 

moderately profitable operations, the challenges with employees were draining Max’s time and 

energy that she needed to focus on other areas of the business. Max had to make some strategic 

decisions regarding the storefront business.     

 

Case Objectives and Use 

 

This case is suitable as an introduction to human resource management issues for entrepreneurship or 

small business students as well as general management students.  Conversely, the case could be used 

to highlight the challenges of HRM in small businesses in an HRM course.  The objectives are to 

have students critically analyze the issues at Noble’s Bakery and to identify strategies that could have 

helped Max overcome the HRM issues she was facing.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Contact Author: Kristie A. Abston, Middle Tennessee State University, Box 75, Department of 

Management, Jones College of Business, Murfreesboro, TN  37132, Phone: 615-898-2342, email: 

Kristie.Abston@MTSU.edu.   
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JUST FUN IN THE SUN OR A SMART INVESTMENT STRATEGY?  THE 

CASE OF A VACATION RENTAL INVESTOR AND INCOME TAXES 
 

Jane Baird 

University of North Carolina at Pembroke 

 

Steven Johnson 

Paul Brennan 

Minnesota State University, Mankato 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

In this case, students take on the role of a tax accountant researching issues related to a client’s 

individual income tax return.  The client, Katy, has invested in two oceanfront properties in North 

Myrtle Beach, South Carolina and rents her condos out to vacationers when not using them herself. 

Rentals during the peak season, from Memorial Day through Labor Day, require a full week stay, 

Saturday to Saturday.  In the off-season, many of the rentals are for two to five days.  One condo is 

now used exclusively for rental purposes, while the other is used by the owner approximately four 

months out of the year.  The tax accountant must determine the appropriate allocation of the expenses 

for the second property.  The client recently terminated her agreement with a rental management 

company and is now managing the property with the help of an online marketing firm.  She hopes 

this change will allow her to deduct losses that she has not been able to deduct in previous years.  

Additionally, recent hurricane activity has caused Katy to consider selling one of the properties to 

reduce her risk of loss, and she is asking for advice on issues to consider in making that decision and 

how to minimize any tax consequences of the sale. 

 

Case Objectives and Use 

 

This case gives students the opportunity to develop tax research skills while learning about various 

aspects of individual income tax rules and regulations as they apply to vacation rental properties.  

Access to a tax law database is required to complete this case.  Students must research the federal 

income tax treatment of vacation rental property in the United States.  Issues to be researched include 

allocating expenses for personal versus business usage of the properties, the ramifications of self-

management of the properties versus hiring a rental management company, the treatment of certain 

expenses and issues involving a potential future sale of one of the properties. The case was developed 

with data obtained directly from the vacation property owner. This case would be most appropriate 

for an undergraduate individual income tax course or a tax research course. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author: Jane Baird, Department of Accounting and Finance, University of North Carolina 

at Pembroke, 1 University Drive, Pembroke, NC 28372-1510, Phone: (910) 522-5712, email:  

jane.baird@uncp.edu.    
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BE CAREFUL WHERE YOU CLICK 
 

Timothy L. Baker 

Patsy G. Lewellyn 

University of South Carolina Aiken 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

In 2012, the South Carolina Department of Revenue (SCDOR) experienced one of the largest known 

breaches of taxpayer data known to date.  Subsequent investigation revealed the SCDOR breach 

utilized a common social engineering scheme. 

 

The extent of the breach affected millions of taxpayers, their dependents, and over 700,000 

businesses.  The full impact of the breach from potential identity theft is still unknown.  The State of 

South Carolina paid for credit monitoring services for affected taxpayers until late 2018.  The 

investigation by various Federal and State law enforcement agencies is still ongoing. 

 

The State of South Carolina implemented a task force to make decisions concerning the breach.  The 

task force must solve the issues surrounding the breach by answering three questions, 1) What 

happened, 2) What steps to take immediately, and 3) What steps to take long term.       

 

Case Objectives and Use 

 

The case offers an opportunity to look at a real-life breach incident and determine the internal control 

weaknesses exploited during the social engineering breach.  Further, the timeline of events allows 

students to observe and recognize the steps used in phishing attacks by hackers with events in the 

case.  Publicly available media coverage and consulting reports are used to construct the case.  Certain 

information is not available as Federal and State law enforcement investigations are ongoing. 

 

The case is intended for use in accounting information systems or business information systems 

courses at the undergraduate or graduate level.  Students work through the case to discern the steps 

the hackers took and possible preventative and detective controls that could have prevented or 

mitigated the breach. The students then make recommendations on short and long-term steps. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author: Timothy L. Baker, School of Business Administration, University of South 

Carolina Aiken, 471 University Parkway, Aiken, SC, 29801, Phone: 803-641-3309, email: 

timothyb@usca.edu.   
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TICK TOCK: MAKING AN EXECUTIVE HIRING DECISION UNDER 

PRESSURE 

 

Tres Bishop 

Danielle Clark 

University of South Florida 

 

Case Synopsis  

 

Rich Jackson, the newly promoted Vice President (VP) and General Manager (GM) for International 

Communications Systems (ICS) is faced with an urgent decision. Should he put Aaron Jones, Tim 

Cotton or himself in the Vice President of Project Management (VPPM) role? 

  

Within two months of each other, project engineer John Rickland and VP of PM Mike Sanders left 

ICS in the midst of working towards closing a 31-million-dollar contract with large customer Branson 

Company. Because of Sanders and Rickland leaving, the key contact at Branson Company informed 

Jackson they were skeptical of moving forward with the contract as they had invested a significant 

amount of time and energy building what they thought was a strong relationship.   

  

The path Jackson decides to take could impact ICS’s relationship with Branson Company, the future 

of the company and his career. Jackson has a wide variety of considerations to keep in mind including 

retention problems within the PM department, declining company revenue and his strategic goals for 

the company. 

 

Case Objectives and Use 

 

This case is targeted for use in a 90-minute Undergraduate General Business Management course or 

an introductory Human Resources course. The case is best positioned as a beginning activity to the 

class as it exposes students to a variety of high-level concepts that can be explored in more detail later 

on in the course. There are no required pre-reading materials. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author: Tres Bishop, Muma College of Business, University of South Florida, 4202 E 

Fowler Ave, Tampa, FL 33620, Phone: (321) 626-1081, email: dbishop6@mail.usf.edu. 
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THE FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEAVE ACT:  

FIRED AFTER COMING BACK FROM LEAVE, SERIOUSLY! 
 

Raphael O. Boyd 

Clark Atlanta University 

 

Lila L. Carden 

University of Houston-Main 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

An employee was granted time off under the Family and Medical Leave Act (hereafter, FMLA) 

following surgery.  At the expiration of the FMLA leave, the employee then requested and received 

a non-FMLA leave extension.  After returning from the extension, the employee was initially 

suspended and then, later, fired.   

 

The company fired the employee due in part to the fact that the employee had taken photos while on 

non-FMLA leave at certain locations and posted the photos on their personal Facebook page.  Both 

the concerns of the employee and the company must be examined.  What should the next step be for 

the employee? 

 

Case Objectives and Use 

 

This case requires students to make decisions and recommendations concerning legal and public 

policy issues.  This case has been written only as an instructional case.  

 

The case, based on an actual legal case, is an informative and interesting case that examines traditional 

and emerging concepts pertaining to the Family and Medical Leave Act.     The objectives of this case 

are tri-fold.  The first objective is to provide students with a basic understanding of the Family and 

Medical Leave Act, various laws applicable to this area, and other ethical considerations; as well as 

how each is applied in a “real-world” environment. The second objective of this case is to heighten 

student awareness concerning the difficulties involving the use of social media in the workplace.  The 

third objective is to develop and/or improve the student’s analytical and reasoning skills.  This case 

is appropriate for graduate and undergraduate business law, business management, and risk 

management classes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author:  Raphael Boyd, School of Business, Clark Atlanta University, Atlanta, GA  

30314, phone: 404-408-1076 (h), 404-880-6050 (w), email: rboyd@cau.edu. 
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TO CEMENT OR TO NOT CEMENT? 
 

Roxie Braxton, DDS 

Michelle Ziegler, DDS, FSCDA 

Lindsey Hamil, Ph.D. 

 

Medical University of South Carolina 

College of Dental Medicine 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

Dr. Russell looked back into the operatory as she gathered her thoughts before walking back towards 

the dental chair. When what appears to be a straightforward appointment of recementing a crown, Dr. 

Russell is faced with an interesting conversation with her patient. It all begins with a patient walking 

in with his crown in a brown envelope.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author: Roxie Braxton, James B. Edwards College of Dental Medicine, Medical 

University of South Carolina, Charleston, SC, email: braxtonr@musc.edu.   
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PEPSI’S LIVE NOW CAMPAIGN: INSENSITIVE OR VICTIM OF 

HYPERSENSITIVITY 

 
Brad Brooks 

Dawn Chanland 

Steven Cox 

Queens University of Charlotte 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

In April 2017, supermodel Kendall Jenner appeared in a Pepsi ad in which she seemed to promote 

harmony between a group of social protestors and armed police by offering the police a Pepsi soda.  

The ad was part of Pepsi’s Live Now campaign.  Pepsi stated its goal for the ad campaign was “to 

make a global ad that reflects people from different walks of life coming together in a spirit of 

harmony” (Monloss, 2017).  Unexpectedly, the ad outraged a significant portion of the African-

American community.  African-American leaders asserted that the advertisement implied that 

complicated social tensions could be resolved by something as simple as a can of soda.  Advertisers 

today are faced with increasing sensitivity by members of minority groups.  The issue is how to break 

through the messaging clutter and yet not offend one group or another. 

 

Case Objectives and Use 

 

In completing this assignment, students should be able to: 

 

1. Identify external groups who might be offended by elements of a message from a brand or 

one its representatives that could be considered controversial. 

2. Identify sources of noise that can affect differing cultural interpretations of a message from a 

brand or form a brand representative as identified using the traditional communication model. 

3. Analyze and compare how consumers from differing cultures differ in decoding messages 

from a brand or a brand representative that vary in potential cultural nuances in accordance 

with the traditional Communication Model 

The case is most appropriate for undergraduate courses in Principles of Marketing, Consumer 

Behavior, Public Relations or Corporate Communications.  The case is based on secondary data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author: Steven Cox, Queens University of Charlotte, 1900 Selwyn Ave., Charlotte, NC 

28274, Phone (704) 688-2732, email coxs@queens.edu.  
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THIS BAR IS NOT UNIONIZED! 
 

Gerald Calvasina 

Southern Utah University 

 

Joyce M. Beggs 

University of North Carolina at Charlotte 

 

 Case Synopsis 

 

William Pace, Operating Manager of South Side Lounge, read the notice of a charge of an unfair 

labor practice filed with the National Labor Relations Board.  It alleged that South Side Lounge 

violated Section 8(a)(1) of the National Labor Relations Act by terminating Cindy Daniels for 

complaining about her wages, benefits, scheduling, uniforms, and management’s treatment of 

employees.  William Pace wondered why the lounge was receiving anything from the NLRB and 

exclaimed, “This must be a huge mistake.  This bar is not unionized!”  

Cindy Daniels was employed as a cocktail server at South Side Lounge, in New York, New York, 

from June of 2015 through January 29, 2016. At a meeting of South Side’s management team and its 

employees, Daniels vocally raised concerns of her coworkers including the on call scheduling system, 

a failure to provide certain workplace benefits, the recent decrease in pay rate during parties, the 

uncomfortable working conditions, the short skirt uniforms, and uncomfortable high heels required 

to be worn by servers.  Other servers nodded their heads in approval as Daniels raised the various 

work issues. South Side Lounge’s General Manager George Davis informed Pace about Daniels’ 

meeting comments.  Two days later, Pace terminated Daniels because she did not get along with 

management.   

 

Case Objectives and Use 

 

The case has several objectives including: 

1. To determine the coverage of the NLRB and to determine whether non-unionized 

organizations are subject to the NLRB,  

2. To determine what employee actions and activities are protected by Section 8(a)(1) of the 

NLR Act and considered as unfair labor practices and  whether Cindy Daniels’ activities and 

behavior were protected,  

3. To assess how management dealt with Cindy Daniels’ behavior.  

4.  

This case is based on an actual National Labor Relations Board decision, and the names have been 

changed.  The case can be used in undergraduate classes in Human Resource Management, Legal 

Environment, Principles of Management, and Small Business Management.  The case can be taught 

in a fifty-minute or an hour and fifteen-minute class as a role play exercise.   

 

 

 

 

Contact Author:  Joyce M. Beggs, Belk College of Business, Department of Management, 

University of North Carolina Charlotte, 9201 University City Blvd., Charlotte, NC  28223-0001, 704-

687-7709, email: jbeggs@uncc.edu. 
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TURNING A BLIND EYE: A FAILURE TO ADDRESS DYSFUNCTIONAL 

CULTURE 
 

William A. Carden, Ph.D. 

Winston Salem State University 

 

Beth Zuech Schneider, DBA 

Queens University of Charlotte 

 

Thomas O. Jones, Jr., DBA 

Piedmont International University 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

As a veteran of management with over 45 years of business experience, Terry had worked with many 

types of personalities, behaviors and situations.  His years of experience had provided him with an 

extensive array of leadership and management skills. Yet despite his experience, Terry was astounded 

by the events of the past few weeks. As a seasoned leader, he was unsure how such dysfunctional 

behaviors could have developed or how the situation had escalated to this point.  The actions and 

behaviors by two senior staff members were not only unethical but illegal yet seemed to be perfectly 

acceptable within the organization. He needed to act quickly and deliberately before this 

unprofessional behavior further affected the performance and morale of others around them. Terry 

was faced with a tremendous challenge - how to tackle the issue on all fronts and heal this divisive 

workforce.  

 

Case Objectives and Use 

 

The case is an illustration of the intricate and multiple factors that managers/leaders face when 

addressing organizational issues. This case can be utilized to address overall management practices 

or more specifically organizational behavior, performance management, managing diversity, 

managing employee relations, leadership styles and tactics, the role of management in creating and 

sustaining a functional organizational culture, and change management. Additional questions and 

assignments can be created around these topics customized to the material presented in individual 

courses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author:  William A. Carden, Department of Management and Marketing, Winston Salem 

State University, 212B Reynolds, 336.750.2284, email: cardenwi@wssu.edu. 
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WEALTH MANAGEMENT: FROM RENTING TO OWNING  
 

Crystal Carlson-Myer 

Indian River State College 

 

John Engel 

University of South Carolina Aiken 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

Frank Black just graduated with a Bachelor’s in Business Administration from the University of South 

Carolina Aiken. He is excited to start his new career in Human Resources and he is considering 

purchasing a home. If Frank choses to purchase a home, he would need to finance it. He does not 

know where to go to finance his home and he is also unsure of the factors that these institutions use 

to determine who they lend money to.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author:  Crystal Carlson-Myer, Indian River State College, 3209 Virginia Ave., Fort 

Pierce, FL, 34981, Phone: 772 462-7489, email: ccarlso1@irsc.edu.  
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HOW DO WE STOP TRYING TO DO IT ALL?: APPLICATION OF THE 

FAMILY BUSINESS PARALLEL PLANNING PROCESS 
 

Amber Davidson 

Doctoral Student, University of North Carolina at Charlotte 

 

Cami Meador 

Queens MSOD Alum 

Cargo Logistics Network 

 

Greg Berka 

Queens University 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

David and Marion, a son and mother team, started the company Cargo Logistics Network (CLN) 

immediately after Marion lost her job in 2002. With the help of Cami, David’s then longtime 

girlfriend, and Jesse, an operations manager that left Marion’s old company to join the startup, the 

small team worked endless hours to keep the business afloat. The time and energy invested was 

rewarded as the company experienced quick success and turned a profit in the first year. The following 

years were filled with highs and lows as clients were gained and lost, Marion stepped back from the 

company, and new employees were hired. Every time a large client was lost, David and Cami had to 

find a new client as soon as possible to recapture lost revenue. The couple worked tirelessly, and 

successfully, as CLN continued to grow, despite having to delay personal goals to do so. Nearly 15 

years after starting the business and once again facing the loss of a large client, David and Cami, now 

married with a baby, find themselves unable and unwilling to continue the cycle of loss and recovery 

like they once could. This decision-making case asks the reader to step into the shoes of David and 

Cami to generate a new organizational strategy, while weighing personal and professional goals. 

 

Case Objectives and Use 

 

This case was designed to examine the operations, values, and goals of a small family business, as 

well as to apply the parallel planning process structure which is a guide that aids in finding synergies 

between the business and personal goals and vision.  This case does not examine the results of a 

company restructuring or founder transition, but rather the process used for future planning to promote 

alignment of family and business goals. 

 

This case is suitable for an entrepreneurship, family business, or small business management course. 

It is also appropriate for the following topics: Succession planning and exit strategy (one desired 

outcome of the business plan), growth and development (personal and organizational), 

professionalization of a company, and decision-making regarding small business strategy. 

 

 

 

Contact Author: Amber Davidson, Organizational Science, UNC Charlotte, 9201 University City 

Blvd., Charlotte, NC, 28223, Phone: 706-825-0975, email: adavid21@uncc.edu. 
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VALUE CAPTURE AND COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE IN THE CLOUD 

COMPUTING INDUSTRY 
 

Dr. Scott Droege 

University of South Carolina Aiken 

 

Dr. Jing Ma 

Wenzhou-Kean University 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

This case examines value capture in the context of entrepreneurial ventures seeking competitive 

advantage. Two fictionalized firms, Cloud Base and Beyond Base, have located in The Republic of 

Ireland due to the nation’s low corporate tax rate of 12.5%. However, these newly establish ventures 

face unrelenting competition from well-established cloud computing options such as Microsoft 

OneDrive, Google Drive, and Apple iDrive. Pricing and cost decisions at Cloud Base and Beyond 

Base influence which strategy might be the best option taking value capture into consideration. This, 

in turn, factors into whether Cloud Base or Beyond Base can gain and maintain a competitive 

advantage relative to one another and also to the industry as a whole. This case focuses on personal 

cloud computing rather than total IT cloud computing giving it broader appeal to a non-technical 

student population. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author:  Scott Droege, University of South Carolina Aiken, 471 University Parkway, 

Aiken, SC, 29801, Phone: 803-641-3448, email: scottd@usca.edu.  
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NAVIGATING COMPLEX WATERS 
 

Kenny Embry, Ph.D. 

Saint Leo University 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

YouTube entrepreneur Nate Buchanan and his wife Kara created a profitable channel highlighting 

their full-time travels abroad. Through a series of income streams including patrons who sponsor the 

couple per video uploaded, the couple’s income is directly tied to the goodwill of their audience. One 

of the trips the couple took on a river cruise through Myanmar began to erode some of the goodwill 

with their audience. The YouTube channel began getting sharp criticism through some extremely 

negative comments. The couple had recently achieved profitability through their channel. Because of 

this crisis, however, their future could be in peril. How should they proceed in light of the mounting 

criticism? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author:  Kenny Embry, Saint Leo University, MC 2011, Saint Leo, FL, 33574, Phone: 

352-588-8592, email: kenneth.embry@saintleo.edu.  
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INTUIT CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY:  POWERING 

PROSPERITY IN THE HEART OF APPALACHIA 
 

Ben Eng, Ph.D. 

Marshall University 

 

Isabelle Rogner 

Intuit, Inc. 

 

Christopher M. Cassidy 

Sam Houston State University 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

A corporate social responsibility (CSR) specialist from Intuit, a leading financial technology firm 

headquartered in the Silicon Valley, sought to develop a collaborative CSR project with her alma 

mater Marshall University, a mid-sized public university in West Virginia, aimed at reversing the 

downward trajectory of the state and region’s economy while also furthering her organization’s goals 

and objectives.  

 

Case Objectives and Use 

 

This case provides an opportunity for business students studying CSR to learn how CSR departments 

develop projects that align with organizational sustainability goals. The case can be used for 

undergraduate or graduate courses in Corporate Social Responsibility, Marketing, Strategy, 

Sustainability, or Economic Development.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author:  Ben Eng, Marshall University, 1 John Marshall Dr., Huntington, WV, 25755, 

Phone: 304-696-4320, email: eng2@marshall.edu.  
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THE CONGREGATION’S CONCERN 
 

Michael J. “Mick” Fekula 

Linda C. Rodriguez 

University of South Carolina Aiken 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

After spending 10 years establishing itself, a small church comes to a crossroads.  The head pastor of 

the church must now retire. While leadership succession is not normally an issue, this pastor 

established the church after retiring from his profession as an electrical engineer.  As such, he did not 

need a salary during his church tenure. Instead, he was given a small stipend and expense account for 

his service.  The church never had full-time employees. 

 

In the wake of the economic downturn 10 years prior, the church took advantage of the opportunity 

to acquire land with a building at below-market cost.  The congregation obtained a half million-dollar 

loan to make the purchase, and through sweat equity converted the building into an adequate church.  

A stable congregation developed over time; however, the income is insufficient to pay both a full-

time pastor and the existing mortgage. The pastor must retire within the year, and the congregation 

has expressed concern that membership will decline without an immediate replacement. Even a 

modest decrease in membership would impede the church’s ability to pay existing expenses, let alone 

a salary.  The seminary training and denominational affiliation of anyone eligible for the position will 

require a full-time salary and benefits. The church board members are left in a quandary, especially 

because one year is not nearly enough time for a capital campaign to pay-off the mortgage.                

 

Case Objectives and Use 

 

This case provides an opportunity to examine issues relevant to non-profit entities and small business 

ventures. Both strategic and financial analyses are necessary to fully explore the decision options. 

The case is suitable for small business, entrepreneurship, and finance classes.  This case is challenging 

because of the time-constraints and the unknowns faced by the decision makers, yet there is enough 

information to be decisive.  The complexity of this situation makes it suitable for both graduate and 

undergraduate classes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author: Mick Fekula, School of Business Administration, University of South Carolina 

Aiken, 471 University Parkway, Aiken, SC, 29801, Phone: 803-641-3340, email: mickf@usca.edu.  
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TREASON OR REASON 
 

Darin Gerdes 

Charleston Southern University 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

Ben is at a turning point. He has worked selflessly at a startup, but office politics and a lack of pay 

have led him to a place where he must choose between staying the course or quitting. A large 

multinational has been wooing him because he has the company’s intellectual secrets in his head. 

If he stays the course, he may be part of something great. He will likely gain fame and fortune as a 

pioneer in the field. It is likely that he will become president of the organization someday. But none 

of this is guaranteed. 

 

If he leaves, he will be turning on those with whom he has worked for all of these years. He can have 

everything he wants now if he is willing to turn his back on his colleagues. Should he stay or should 

he go? 

 

Case Objectives and Use 

 

The case deals with common leadership issues—the social contract, organizational politics, 

organizational justice, and the choice between voice, exit, loyalty and neglect. The case is intended 

for a leadership class, but it can be used in a principles of management or organizational behavior 

course to highlight these concepts.  

 

The case is meant to be read twice. The professor will want to highlight the ways that poor leadership 

by management embittered the protagonist. The second read—the case with brackets—should jolt 

students and arouse interest in the subject. Then students should focus on how these same actions are 

prevalent in organizations today.  

 

The case can be used at the undergraduate or graduate level. Much depends on the level of depth that 

the instructor intends for the discussion (e.g., first and second readings, depth of analysis, etc.). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author: Darin Gerdes, School of Business, Charleston Southern University. 9200 

University Blvd. N. Charleston, SC, 29406, Phone: (843) 863-7814, email: dgerdes@csuniv.edu. 
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DECISIONS, DECISIONS, DECISIONS: THE CASES OF THE YMCA 

SUMMER POOL MEMBERSHIP AND AMUSEMENT PARK SEASON PASS 
 

Dave Henderson 

University of Mary Washington 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

This case presents a decision-making scenario based on the potential purchase of a YMCA summer 

pool pass and a summer pass for a local amusement park. The case is intended for a Cost Accounting, 

Principles of Accounting, or MBA Management Accounting course when instructors are teaching 

multi-product break-even and decision-making techniques and concepts. The case requires students 

to compute a break-even point for a YMCA summer pool pass based on expected usage of the pool. 

The case then requires students to make a decision about whether or not to purchase the pool pass. 

The case concludes by presenting students with a classic sunk cost scenario and by comparing the 

season pass pricing strategy of the YMCA to the pricing strategy of a local amusement park.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author: Dave Henderson, University of Mary Washington, 1301 College Ave, 

Fredericksburg, VA, 22401, email: dhender3@umw.edu. 
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A WORKFORCE IN CRISIS 

CASE A: A CONSULTANTS DILEMMA 
 

Marko Horn 

Jonathan Krispin 

Gary Hackbarth 

Logan Crace 

Valdosta State University 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

A healthcare administration organization in the adults with developmental disabilities field is 

struggling with staffing, turnover, and burnout/stress symptoms within their workforce. The 

organization is turning to outside consultants in an effort to develop a way to evaluate the situation 

and set the stage for an intervention, so that the situation can be improved. 

 

Case Objectives and Use 

 

The case is appropriate for upper-level students in an organizational development, or organizational 

psychology course, or for use in a masters-level seminar on organizational assessment. Students have 

the opportunity to exercise critical thinking, basic data-analysis, become familiar with the 

psychological and theoretical mechanisms important to setting goals, planning, organizing, and 

executing sound business decisions and organizational improvement interventions, and better 

understand how to satisfy and motivate both themselves and others in the organizational context. It 

serves as a good showcase about the difficulties a consultant faces when offering services as an 

industry outsider. Several different managerial topics are touched upon, such as human resources, 

organizational behavior, and strategic management. This case assists in illustrating topics such as 

staffing, workplace stress, job descriptions, levels of management (organizational structure), needs 

assessment, assessment tool development, survey results interpretation, training development, and 

organizational culture. This case is designed to be used as a stand-alone case requiring an estimated 

one-to-two hours of class time and two-to-three hours of out-of-class preparation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author: Marko Horn, Department of Management & Healthcare Administration, 

Langdale College of Business, Valdosta State University, 1500 N. Patterson Street, Valdosta, GA, 

31698 Phone: 229.259.5505, e-mail: mhorn@valdosta.edu. 
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THE DILEMMA OF DR. VERLE GARDNER  
 

Lauren E. Kuhn, DMD 

Medical University of South Carolina Endodontics 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

Dr. Verle Gardner is a middle-aged dentist working in a private practice in Colorado. Dr. Gardner has 

been practicing dentistry for many years and is accustomed to reviewing health histories and creating 

patient treatment plans. One Monday morning, he sees that Mrs. Christine Nara—a longtime patient 

who is approximately his age—is scheduled for a dental exam and consultation for a procedure that 

would be performed by another dentist in the same clinic. He anticipates a quick, simple appointment.  

 

When Mrs. Nara comes to the clinic room for her appointment, she discloses to Dr. Gardner that she 

has started smoking recreational marijuana. She asks whether this would impact her upcoming 

appointment where Dr. Gardner’s colleague, Dr. Simon, would be completing dental veneers for her. 

Mrs. Nara then asks Dr. Gardner to leave this information out of her dental chart and health history 

and not to tell Dr. Simon. As a federal employee and church colleague of Dr. Gardner’s colleague, 

Mrs. Nara regrets mentioning her use of marijuana and is concerned she could lose her job and lose 

the respect of Dr. Simon should this information be recorded in her chart. She adamantly asks that 

Dr. Gardner pretend she never mentioned it. Dr. Gardner is left with an ethical dilemma and does not 

know whether he should record this information in the chart, inform his colleague, or simply forget 

he ever heard anything. 

 

Case Objectives and Use 

 

This case highlights issues of patient confidentiality, patient-doctor communications, and health 

history taking. This case prompts conversations on how to discuss sensitive topics, including drug 

use and patient privacy, with both patients and colleagues in a respectful and honest manner.  

 

The ethical dilemma of whether to “unhear” information is encountered by numerous individuals, 

which makes this case applicable to a variety of fields, including healthcare, and business. This case 

can be used in private businesses for staff trainings or in universities or professional schools to prompt 

students to consider how they will react to similar situations once they graduate. 

 

This case is based on an actual patient-provider interaction and primary research. For the sake of 

privacy, the identities of the individuals involved in this case have been masked.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author: Lauren E. Kuhn, DMD, Medical University of South Carolina Endodontics, 29 

Bee Street, Charleston, SC, 29425, Phone: 843-792-2101, Email: KuhnL@musc.edu. 
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OPTIONS FOR EXIT: THE END OF SEARS 
 

John S. Marsh 

University of Mary Washington 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

For decades Sears, once the nation’s largest retailer, has been struggling.  As early as 2004, people 

questioned if Sears could survive.  Today, its demise seems nearly certain.  But Sears still has 

hundreds of stores, billions in assets, major investors, and valuable consumer brands.  The sinking 

may be inevitable, but slow.  Sears is facing what could be the most difficult strategic decision of its 

life: how to die. 

 

The case is written from the perspective of James Rowe, Abigail Spencer, and Alejandro Martinez, 

representing different stereotypical stakeholders in Sears Holding Corp. in late 2017.  At that time, 

they each contemplated just how Sears would end and how the type of end would affect them 

personally. 

 

Case Objectives and Use 

 

The case depicts the real problem facing a very well-known company and was developed entirely 

from secondary sources with no participation from the companies involved.  The fact that the 

company was publicly traded and a frequent topic of discussion in the business press provided ample 

materials from secondary sources.  The case was designed for use in either graduate or undergraduate 

strategic management course to illustrate corporate-level directional strategy, specifically in the 

context of a failing company.  Cases regarding opportunities for growth are plenty, but this case 

provides a less common opportunity to discuss how to manage the wind-down of a large corporation 

with little chance of survival.  It does assume a prior understanding of stakeholder theory to analyze 

the different parties involved.  The discussion questions guide students through a review of directional 

strategy, stakeholder theory, and conclude in an analysis of how best to wind-down Sears Holding 

Corp. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author: John Marsh, 1301 College Ave, Fredericksburg VA 22401-5300, Phone: 540- 

654-1450, email: jmarsh@umw.edu. 
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RURAL BROADBAND: WHERE THE BLACKTOP ENDS AND THE LAST 

MILE 
 

Randall McCoy 

Morehead State University 

 

Susan D. Peters 

University of North Carolina at Pembroke 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

Broadband commonly refers to high-speed internet access that is always on and faster than the 

traditional dial-up access. Most urban areas in the United States have broadband services abundantly 

provided, but adequate broadband in rural areas in Kentucky and other parts of the country still do 

not have enough internet service needed to perform and compete in modern markets and complete 

necessary tasks in communications for education, businesses, health care, and farming communities. 

 

Case Use and Objectives 

 

The case was written for a “Business, Government, and Society” undergraduate course, and 

introduction to business course where this topic is discussed, or an introductory undergraduate course 

in Public Administration.   The case could be used in other courses to discuss the impact of legislation 

on business, public/private collaborations, and ethics. It has application for various economics classes 

or courses bearing on Internet and connectivity.     

 

The case was written to generate discussion and to help students grapple with the trade-offs of social 

and economic realities with business and governmental policies. Actually solving the problem is 

beyond the scope of most courses although suggested avenues for solutions can be generated. 

The case was successfully used in an Entrepreneurship course to discuss entrepreneurial business 

solutions for fixing some of the problems for people like the families in the case. This classroom was 

also located in a rural area with limited connectivity.  NOTE:  in this application, many possible 

solutions addressed alternate solutions for the unmet needs beyond Internet connectivity.  

Where appropriate we show answers or questions and answers that might be used based on the course 

in which the case is being used. 

 

Learning Objectives 

• Understand the interconnectivity of social, political, technological, economic and business 

factors. 

• Application of several model (see theoretical linkages for more details) in order to come up 

with a process to address the current problem. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author: Randall McCoy, Phone: 606-783-5393, email: r.mccoy@moreheadstate.edu. 
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A TEACHING CASE ON STOCK OPTION EXPENSING 
 

Songtao Mo 

Purdue University Northwest 

 

Gail Hoover King 

Washburn University 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

Many companies have been using stock options as an important component in their employee 

compensation plans. As early as in the 1960s, stock options were used as a form of long-term incentive 

packages offered to the executives and key employees. Since then, there have been discussions over 

how stock options, as a form of compensation, impact employees, companies, and the investors. 

Additionally, the previously missing connection between the executive payment packages and 

performance was part of the impetus for more regulations. The investor’s awareness of the accounting 

changes over time, and their reactions to the various regulatory changes are an interesting subject for 

accounting and finance students.  As public companies are subject to the regulations from the 

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and are required to submit periodic and annual corporate 

reports. As a result, students can access the corporate filings of public companies and consider the 

impact of the information on investment decisions. In the context of SFAR 123 R, this case examines 

the development the accounting issues related to stock options. Further, this case sheds light on how 

accounting information and disclosures affects the decision-making process.  

 

Case Objectives and Use 

 

The measurement and reporting issues of stock option expenses have been the topic for debate for 

many years. In 1995, Financial Accounting Standard Board (FASB) released Statement of Financial 

Accounting Statement No. 123 (SFAS 123) “Accounting for Stock-Based Compensation”.  SFAS 

123 required companies to present the pro forma earnings as if the value of the stock options granted 

for the current period were expenses. The revision of SFAS 123, titled “Share-Based Payment” was 

subsequently released in 2004. Effective in 2006, SFAS 123R mandates public companies to use the 

fair value on the grant day when measuring stock options granted to employees in exchange for their 

services. Additionally, public companies are required to report the costs over the requisite service 

period.    

 

This case follows the history of accounting treatments of stock options and the related controversial 

issues. The primary objective of this case is to provide students an opportunity to understand the 

developments of stock options, different accounting considerations of stock options, and the 

implications of various accounting treatments on financial statements and stock price performance. 

This case attempts to encourage students to think critically outside of the box, and to research beyond 

text to gather more information from available sources for decision making.  This instructional case 

can be used in accounting research, financial statement analysis courses on upper undergraduate or 

graduate levels.  

 

Contact Author: Songtao Mo, Department of Quantitative Business Studies, Purdue University 

Northwest, 2200 169th Street, College of Business, Hammond, IN, 46323, email: smo@pnw.edu.  
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HIDDEN DIAGNOSIS: UNMET DENTAL NEED DISGUISED AS SEPSIS 

Joni D. Nelson, PhD, MS 

Medical University of South Carolina 

 

Gerard Jebaily, MD 

South Carolina Area Health Education Center  

Case Synopsis 

 

Ms. Ana Melchizedek is well-known member of her community and hard-working.  The rural town 

that she calls home is 30 miles away from the nearest medical facility.  Ms. Ana, a 47-year-old white, 

Medicaid insured arrives to the emergency room at the Tides Medical Center in Morehead City, 

presenting with fasciitis, severe fatigue and hypothermia.  As her symptoms are considered, systemic 

oral health complications were not on the radar for this medical team.  This minor omission of an oral 

examination, cost the community a fatality. 

 

Case Objectives 

 

This case provides an interprofessional opportunity for students and professionals in public health, 

primary care, and dentistry to consider contextual and health literacy barriers to systemic health and 

population health outcomes.  The case is designed for use in graduate dental, medical, health 

promotion, education, and services.  Existing practitioners also have an opportunity to enhance their 

efficacy around systematic improvement in the US health care system.  The case presented here is 

based on actual events that have been disguised to protect the confidentiality of the individuals 

involved but the context is based on actual events. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author: Joni D. Nelson, Department of Stomatology, Division of Population Oral Health, 

Medical University of South Carolina, 173 Ashley Avenue – BSB 128, Charleston, SC, 29425, 843-

792-9574, email: nelsonjd@musc.edu.  
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‘DUAL-ING’ DIAGNOSES: A CASE STUDY ON INTEGRATION AND 

INTERPROFESSIONALISM 
 

Amy B. Martin, DrPH 

The Medical University of South Carolina 

James B. Edwards College of Dental Medicine 

 

Gerard Jebaily, MD 

South Carolina Area Health Education Center 

 

Lindsey M. Hamil, PhD 

The Medical University of South Carolina 

James B. Edwards College of Dental Medicine 

 

Jenny J. Yao 

Harvard University 

 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

Alice is a 47-year old unemployed diabetic woman in rural North Carolina who visits a Family Care 

Practice with significant pain in her left upper jaw. The nurse and her primary care physician 

confirmed a molar abscess with gingival drainage and also noted an elevated A1C value. While the 

physician was able to address the presenting symptoms, ongoing interprofessional interventions may 

have helped Alice to better manage her interrelated diabetes and oral health issues. 

 

Case Objectives and Use 

 

This case provides an opportunity for students and professionals in dentistry, medicine, and public 

health to consider the administrative, technological, and policy barriers occluding improved patient 

care.  Specifically, the case addresses interprofessional collaboration and opportunities for systematic 

improvement in the US health care system.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author: Lindsey M. Hamil, Dept. of Stomatology, Medical University of South Carolina, 

173 Ashley Avenue, Charleston, SC, 29425, Phone 843-792-3928, email: hamillm@musc.edu.  
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GREEN AND BLACK VEHICLE DEALERSHIP, LLP - PARTS INVENTORY 

FRAUD CASE - PART 1 
 

Paula Diane Parker, Ph.D. 

University of Southern Mississippi 

 

Nancy J. Swanson, Ph.D. 

Valdosta State University 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

This case is set in the car dealership industry environment where collusion among employees 

facilitates a parts inventory fraud scheme.  The fraud is discovered by the car dealership company’s 

personnel two months after receiving an unqualified (i.e. clean) audit report from their auditors.  The 

car dealership company then hires another CPA firm to handle the fraud investigation and reporting.   

 

The purpose of this fraud case is to give students hands-on exposure to a relatable forensic accounting 

situation that focuses on various aspects of the process from discovery through the issuance of a fraud 

report which is neither accusatory nor conclusive as to guilt.  The design of the fraud case is such that 

it emphasizes the development of students’ critical thinking, communication, and interpersonal skills.   

 

 

Case Objectives and Use 

 

This case, part 1, provides an opportunity for students to learn and better understand the types of 

information that are relevant in evaluating whether to accept a prospective forensic engagement client.  

A practitioner should take practical steps when making this important decision and these steps are 

incorporated in the case.  The case further provides students the opportunity to identify and evaluate 

factors that are important in a forensic engagement client acceptance decision.  In addition, students 

are provided information that should help them better understand the process of making and justifying 

a recommendation regarding a forensic engagement client acceptance.   

 

The case uses primary parts inventory data from an actual business and is written for undergraduate 

or graduate students studying in the areas of Audit, Ethics, Fraud, or Forensic Accounting.  With or 

without the quantitative aspects, the case may be used in determining whether predication exists and 

to stimulate discussion about ethical behavior.  The Fraud Triangle elements of incentive, opportunity, 

and rationalization are all present in this case and again opens up ethical behavior discussions.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author:  Paula Diane Parker, School of Accountancy, University of Southern Mississippi, 

118 College Drive, #5178, Hattiesburg, MS  39406-0001, 601-266-5290, paula.d.parker@usm.edu. 
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DOLOR DE CABEZA? MAL DE TETE? 

A HEADACHE IN ANY LANGUAGE 
 

Susan D. Peters 

University of North Carolina at Pembroke 

 

Marissa De Leon 

CETYS University 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

Things are tense at Topal de Mexicali (TDM), a maquiladora in Mexicali, Baja California, Mexico. 

The French plant manager, Armand Valenzuela, has been struggling to make the major improvements 

needed at TDM.  His boss, Jean Luc Julian, is pressuring him.  Meeting between the Mexican 

operations manager, Alvelardo Galvez, and Valenzuela are filled with Valenzuela’s high volume 

verbal abuse.  The TDM human resource manager. Mario De Leon, has been requested by Julian to 

write an evaluation of Valenzuela. How much of this is business start-up pressure?  How much of this 

is cultural differences?  Or expatriate issues?  De Leon tries to shift through the reasons in order to 

write a true and fair evaluation. 

 

Case Objectives and Use 

 

The case can be used for several different business classes in undergraduate or graduate level. The 

most natural fit would be in an International Business course when discussing different cultural styles, 

organizational culture versus national culture, and expatriation. The teaching notes and questions are 

written to this end.  It could also be used in any management class to discuss organizational culture 

and management styles. It is also a good option for a human resources class to discuss leadership and 

interoffice conflicts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author: Susan Peters, Thomas Family Center for Entrepreneurship, University 

of North Carolina at Pembroke, One University Drive, Pembroke, NC, 28372, Phone: 910-775- 

4066, email: susan.peters@uncp.edu.  
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CAFÉ MARIGNAN 
 

Anke Poncelet 

Marko Horn 

Mike Beverly 

Valdosta State University 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

At a family business, a small neighborhood bar, annual revenues are declining, and business is 

stagnant. The owner is wondering what the reasons for the decline are, how revenues can be returned 

to previous levels, and how the family business strategy can be aligned to be successful in the future. 

He is especially worried that he might be missing changes in the needs of the customer base and wants 

to make sure his operations stay fresh and “with the times.” The owner consults with his daughter, a 

senior business student, to discuss the situation and develop solutions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author: Marko Horn, Department of Management & Healthcare Administration, 

Langdale College of Business, Valdosta State University, 1500 N. Patterson Street, Valdosta, GA, 

31698 Phone: 229.259.5505, e-mail: mhorn@valdosta.edu. 
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YOU NEED AN INTERVENTION! 
 

Robert Rohrlack, CCE 

University of South Florida 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

The President and CEO of a successful chamber of commerce is embarrassed to tell his peers how 

the board of directors is growing out of control with no sign of stopping.  James has been the CEO 

for four years but has not been able to get the board stabilized.  When he has approached his volunteer 

board members about reducing the board, there is agreement that the board is big but little support on 

how to reduce the size from the current 100 plus members to a logical size board. 

 

Conversely, some board members do not see any problem with the big board and are adamantly 

resistant to make any change.  Adding to the complexity is the potentially severe financial impact on 

the budget is there is any reduction or capping of the board size.  As James considers each option, 

including doing nothing, they all have an administration governance cost and a financial cost.  James 

does decide what to do; but what is the impact? 

 

Case Objectives and Use 

 

This case looks at the unique structure to a voluntary board of directors to a not-for-profit 

organization.  There are different laws to govern a Non-Government Organization (NGO) and how 

they generate their income.  When the NGO is a membership organization, the ability to take action 

that is good governance may have social-political implications.  The case discusses the proper board 

structure for the staff professional of an organization to consider in the long-term strategy of the board 

and financial development.  The ability to understand the positive and negative impact of any decision 

is described as the main character works to a solution. 

 

This case did occur at a real chamber of commerce and can happen at any not-for-profit or non-profit 

organization that relies on members joining to succeed.  The case discusses how an organization that 

is working to impact the community it serves with volunteer leadership needs to be structured 

correctly to be able to accomplish the goals they have established.  The method to run a meeting under 

the generally accepted format found in “Robert’s Rules of Order” and the importance of having 

proper governance documents help ensure an organization is run correctly for best results. 

 

The case is for an undergraduate or master’s level business management, leadership development, 

association management.  It is also written to be useful for finance and project management classes 

for professions that may be in the “C” suite of administration for an organization. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author: Robert Rohrlack, CCE, Muma College of Business, University of South Florida, 

P.O. Box 420, Tampa, FL, 33602, Phone: 813-610-6442, email: rjr2@mail.usf.edu.  
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FINDGIFT.COM: A VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY 
 

Russell T. Shaver 

Kennesaw State University 

 

Bob Zakrzewski 

Former President of FindGift.com 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

How does a company go from an idea to a viable business? In 1997-8 there were less options to make 

it easy. Web based businesses were still in their infancy, and models of how to build such a business 

and be successful were just developing. There was much trial and error involved before success was 

achieved. We want to show a successful model of a web based company, how they evolved, 

transformed, what their guiding principles were, and how those keystones apply to modern start-ups 

and web based enterprises. We do this looking at a variety of decisions and decision points that had 

to be navigated successfully starting with; the hosting site and the operating system decision. In hind 

sight all of this today seems easy; however, at the time these decisions had to be made they were less 

obvious. 

 

Case Objectives and Use 

 

We want to show the time frame and the different approaches and why the final approach worked 

until the company was sold in 2010. The successful implementation of self-sourced, business process 

software that enabled the company to change dynamically with the changes in Google which was and 

is the search engine of choice and how small web-based companies depend upon the “whims” of 

Google’s algorithms for ranking.  The lessons learned are that we have to adapt and change with the 

current business environment if we expect to be successful. The case is designed to be used in an 

undergraduate Infrastructure or IRM course. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author: Russell Shaver, Dept. of Information Systems, Coles College of Business, 

Kennesaw State University, 1000 Chastain Road, Kennesaw, GA, 30144, Phone: 770-608-3011 

(cell) email: rshaver@kennesaw.edu. 
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THE CASE OF PROFESSOR OLIVIA MCABEE 
 

Kendall Spillman, M.A. 

Charleston Southern University 

 

Lauren E. Kuhn, D.M.D. 

Medical University of South Carolina 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

Professor Olivia McAbee is a young adjunct working in the English department of two state colleges.  

She assigns a poetry project to her literature class.  The students are required to work in groups and 

meet with the instructor prior to their classroom presentation.  One group contains two traditional 

students and one non-traditional student, a military veteran.  The group failed to respond to emails, 

attend their required meeting with the instructor, and reschedule the meeting.  When the group 

presented their poetry project in front of the class, they were unprepared and had little to say.  

Recognizing that this was a waste of both the instructor and the other students’ time, Professor 

McAbee pointed out the group’s ineptitude in front of the class.  Afterward, the non-traditional student 

threatened to complain about Professor McAbee’s statement to the department chair.  In the end, 

Professor McAbee is left questioning whether she and the students involved handled the situation 

correctly. 

 

Case Objectives and Use 

 

This case is based on information obtained from a real-life scenario, although details and facts have 

been changed to significantly mask the identities and situations that could identify the parties 

involved.  Any resemblance to existing instructors or students is purely coincidental.  

 

This case is suitable for students pursuing a bachelor’s, master’s, or doctorate degree in education 

and/or a specialized field.  For existing faculty, this case is suitable for faculty development seminars 

or workshops. This case focuses on adjuncts, age biases, classroom management, gender biases, group 

work, non-traditional students, professionalism, and veterans.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author: Lauren E. Kuhn, Department of Oral Rehabilitation, Medical University of South 

Carolina, 29 Bee Street, Charleston, SC, 29425, Phone: 360-580-8026, email: KuhnL@musc.edu. 
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RIO RIVER EXPEDITIONS 
 

Julie Steen 

University of South Carolina Aiken 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

Kristy has owned Rio River Expeditions for several years. Her company provides canoe and kayak 

float trips down the Rio River in Georgia. In 2018, Kristy spent more money on advertising and 

promotions than she ever had before, yet she did not see a significant increase in revenues. There are 

two issues that potentially impact the effectiveness of her promotions. First, Rio River Expeditions is 

a seasonal business. Due to water temperatures, the business can only be operated May through 

October. While Kristy would like to operate her business seven days a week during this time, 

uncontrollable weather events such as thunderstorms or flooding occasionally keep her from offering 

tours. Another issue is her main competitor, Rio River Tubing. They offer one- and two-hour river 

trips for $10 per tube or an all-day river pass for $15.  Since tubes are much less expensive than 

canoes or kayaks, these prices are much lower than Rio River Expeditions. The prices for Rio River 

Expedition’s two hour “quick float” start at $40. 

 

Kristy has tried several types of promotion. She has a website and has had articles written about her 

business in the local paper. At the end of each trip, Kristy provides each customer with cookies and 

homemade lemonade. She serves the lemonade in a plastic cup imprinted with the company name, 

logo, and contact information. She lets each customer keep their cup as a memento. She also gives 

any customer who wants one, a bumper sticker with the company name, logo, and contact 

information. 

 

As Kristy reflects back on the 2018 season, she wonders what she could do to increase her revenues 

in 2019. Are there different forms of promotion she should consider? She is particularly interested in 

identifying low cost promotions in order to protect her profits. 

 

Case Objectives and Use 

 

This case describes the promotional efforts currently used by Rio River Expeditions.   One objective 

of this case is to help students identify additional promotional strategies that can be used by a seasonal 

outdoor expedition company. This case can be used in undergraduate Principles of Marketing courses 

to reinforce the different types of promotions available to small businesses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author: Julie Steen, School of Business Administration, University of South Carolina 

Aiken, 471 University Parkway, Aiken, SC, 29801, Phone: 803-641-3238, email: julies@usca.edu. 
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GOING BANANAS: CHIQUITA BRANDS, INTERNATIONAL AND 

NEGOTIATING CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY 
 

Sonia J. Toson 

Kennesaw State University 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

On April 17, 2015, Tania Campbell made the decision to take on corporate America. She filed a 

lawsuit in the United States District Court for the Central District of California against Chiquita 

Brands International, Inc. accusing them of several illegal acts committed in their production of 

bananas.  

 

Generally, the lawsuit alleged that Chiquita failed to adhere to its stated standards for growing 

bananas in other countries. As stated, Chiquita’s standards required Chiquita to conserve wildlife 

habitats and promote community well-being, among other things. 

However, Ms. Campbell, representing several plaintiffs in a class action lawsuit had become aware 

that Chiquita was doing nothing of the sort. In fact, not only had Chiquita failed to conserve habitats 

and promote well-being; it was actually creating harm in the local regions where its bananas were 

being produced. According to the complaint, the process used by Chiquita to produce its bananas in 

Guatemala destroyed the natural ecosystem, contaminated local drinking water and caused illness in 

local children. 

 

Upon receiving the complaint, Chiquita vehemently denied the allegations and promptly filed a 

motion to dismiss. The motion to dismiss stated that the plaintiffs’ general allegations were not 

specific enough to state a legal claim and that they further lacked standing to sue. 

 

After reviewing the answer filed by the defense, plaintiffs’ attorneys had a decision to make. While 

the client was resistant to do so, it was clear to them that they should try to settle the case. The problem 

was determining a reasonable proposal that would truly accomplish change in a meaningful way. Ms. 

Campbell and the other plaintiffs wanted to demand sweeping change on the part of Chiquita. 

However, this had to be balanced with the reality that a corporate giant like Chiquita would not give 

in easily. What settlement would satisfy the plaintiffs and also be reasonable enough to be accepted 

by the defense? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author: Sonia J. Toson, Kennesaw State University, BB201, Kennesaw, GA, 30144, 

Phone: 470-578-5551, email: stoson@kennesaw.edu. 
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GO FOR THE SURE THING: AN ACCOUNTING INTERNSHIP/JOB-

SEEKING DISCUSSION CASE  

 

Brian Wilson 

Kate Mooney 

Kerry Marrer 

St. Cloud State University 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

The main character is an accounting student who makes a decision between an internship with Tiny 

CPAs or Big Regional Firm. Both firms are located in his town of residence, where his wife is fully 

employed. The deciding factor is the likelihood of a position being available at graduation. He decides 

to intern at Tiny CPAs.  

 

The internship work goes fine. He finds the office space is less than desirable, but the quality of work 

is good. He asks a lot of questions and even offers suggestions for improvements in workflow. During 

the internship the additional income is welcome and based on his upcoming graduation and the 

promise of fulltime employment he signs a purchase agreement on a larger house for his family of 

four. With graduation near, closing on the house in six weeks, and a fulltime position pending, his 

hard work is about to payoff. Then the call comes from Tiny CPAs. They are sorry, but they realized 

that it wouldn’t be fair to bring him in when they wouldn’t have the time to properly train him. Tiny 

CPAs retracts the offer for fulltime employment. He is shocked. 

 

Case Objectives and Use 

 

After the choice of a college and major, the next significant decision for many accounting students is 

an internship. This case provides an opportunity to consider the many factors involved in selecting an 

organization within the field of accounting. For students considering public accounting the choice of 

a large or small accounting firm is examined. For students not interested in public accounting, the 

case helps identify what characteristics of employment are important to them. 

 

The case, based on an actual student’s experience, is appropriate for use in professional development 

courses taken early in the accounting major.  While not directly associated with any accounting 

content, the case provokes students to think about a situation in which the job or internship offers are 

not perfect and the choice is not easy.  Then, they must consider an unexpected outcome from the 

decision. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author: Brian Wilson, Accounting Department, St. Cloud State University, 720 Fourth 

Avenue South, St. Cloud, MN, 56301, Phone: 320-308-3882, email: bnwilson@stcloudstate.edu.  
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 THE CASE OF THE SUGARVILLE CANDY AND CONFECTIONARIES 

SHOP 
 

Dr. James Womick 

Saint Leo University 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

The main characters are divided as to whether it is ethical to establish a candy store built on the 

principles of sound marketing and targeting children as the prime source of revenue and referral given 

the overwhelming evidence illuminating the damaging effects on health and child development due 

to the consumption of sugar-based products.  One of the lead characters has had formal training as a 

professional marketer and is familiar with the first premise of the code of ethics published by the 

American Marketing Association (AMA), which is to refrain from knowingly engaging in marketing 

practices that do harm to others. 

 

From nicotine-laced products, to the plethora of liver-corroding alcohol brands, to establishments 

whose main intent is to provide entertainment by taking legal bets, businessmen and women have had 

to grapple with whether their market offers subtracted from society more than they contribute.  

Further, what should be the method for deciding if the marketing of a legal product is ethical and will 

sustain a brand? 

 

Through an agonizing journey of contemplation, the protagonists weigh the potential profits to be 

gained against covert unintended consequences.  However, one partner in the commercial venture 

sees little reason to abandon their plan to service the obvious demand for a candy store in the 

neighborhood, especially since there is little community opposition to the business.  Nonetheless, the 

other investor feels compelled to make certain that the company has considered all the latent extents 

of damage that can be caused by selling sugar-based products and that the firm, regardless of 

management’s conclusion, is operating from a position of ethical correctness. 

 

Case Objectives and Use 

 

This case provides undergraduate business students with the opportunity to understand and apply 

ethical principles in the establishment and management of a firm.  For decades business managers 

have been severely critiqued regarding their choice of product to sell and the underlying marketing 

practices, including target segment selection, packaging and promotion. University instructors will 

use the case as the basis for student reflection and discussion grounded in generally agreed upon 

fundamentals of business ethics.  The case, based on conversations with a new entrepreneur, was 

written to supplement textbook chapters or sections focused on ethics in undergraduate courses in 

Small Business Management, Marketing Principles, Entrepreneurship, and Family Business 

Management.  It may also be used as a basis for discussion in a Marketing or Business Ethics course.  

Sample discussion questions are provided along with theoretical references. 

 

 

Contact Author:  James Womick, Department of Communication and Marketing, Saint Leo 

University, 132 Braddock Road, Hampton, VA, 23661, Phone: 757.256.9236, email:  

james.womick@saintleo.edu. 
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INTEGRATING MULTIPLE DATA SOURCES TO STREAMLINE THE 

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS HONOR SOCIETY CHAPTER 

MANAGEMENT   
 

Lin Zhao 

Purdue University Northwest 

 

Case Synopsis 

 

The College of Business at PUNW serves more than 1,300 undergraduate students and 200 graduate 

students across a range of programs, and all the business major programs are accredited by the 

Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business, International (AACSB). Right after the initial 

accreditation in 2015, the college became eligible to establish a chapter of Beta Gamma Sigma (BGS), 

the International Business Honor Society which “have recognized and honored top performing 

students from around the world in business schools accredited by AACSB since 1913”. As time goes 

by, more and more students are qualified to be invited to BGS. Dr. Linda Davis, the chapter advisor, 

feels challenging to manage the chapter based on paper documents and Excel spreadsheets, especially 

during the tapping season. To streamline the chapter management, Linda decides to design and 

implement a database so that multiple data sources can be integrated seamlessly for reporting and 

analysis. Advisors and student officers with different roles assigned in the database also receive 

significant benefits from using the database to promote BGS and enhance student engagement with 

BGS on campus and beyond. This case shows the students how to run an honor society chapter and 

improve chapter management using a database. Analyzing real-world data collected each semester 

enriches student knowledge and experiences on business analytics and critical thinking. 

 

Case Objectives and Use 

 

This case primarily concerns database management and business analytics. Secondary issues 

examined include general management practices and problem solving with Access. This case is 

appropriate for upper-level undergraduate students or MBA students who have completed an 

introductory course in information systems or business analytics. This case illustrates the usefulness 

of Access in chapter management, and it is also useful for a management course to demonstrate the 

value of database technologies in business. This case is designed to be taught in three class hours and 

is expected to require four to six hours of outside preparation by students. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Author: Lin Zhao, College of Business, Purdue University Northwest, 2200 169th Street, 

Hammond, IN, 46323, Phone: 219-989-2407, email: lzhao@pnw.edu. 
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2020 CALL FOR CASES, CASE EMBRYOS, PAPERS, & SYMPOSIA 

 

Southeast Case Research Association  

29th Annual Meeting 
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina 

February 20-22, 2020 

 

The 2020 program organizers of the Southeast Case Research Association (SECRA) invite new and 

experienced case writers to submit original, unpublished cases to be presented at the 29th Annual SECRA 
Conference.  Cases in early development may be submitted without an instructor’s manual.  Case embryos in 

the very early stages may also be submitted. 

 
Complete case and IM submissions for full review and award consideration are due: 

November 11, 2019 
(Embryo cases and abstract submissions are accepted through January 13, 2020) 

SECRA serves as a channel for the development and publication of case studies in all areas of business, 

education, social issues, technology, healthcare and other disciplines.  Cases with an instructor’s manual, cases 

without an instructor’s manual, case embryos, and abstracts will be considered.  All cases presented at the 29th 

Annual Conference will qualify for review and possible publication in the Southeast Case Research Journal.  

SECRA strongly encourages student authored case submissions and participation. 

 

Important Dates 

• Complete cases and instructor manual (IM) submissions are due by November 11, 2019. 

• Camera-ready abstracts and revised materials due by January 27, 2020. 

• To be included in the printed program, the registration fee must be paid by January 27, 2020. 

• Hotel guaranteed rate date: January 22, 2020.  Late SECRA registration fee after February 1, 2020. 

 

Submission Information 

SECRA uses EasyChair (https://easychair.org/) to process submissions and reviews for the conference. Submit 

cases according to the instructions on the SECRA website (http://www.secra.org).  Contact information for all 

officers, including the Program Chair and Proceedings Editors, can be found on the SECRA webpage. 

 

Submission Guidelines 
Please follow these guidelines to aid in the review and editing process:  

1. Submissions must be formatted and submitted electronically according to the instructions on the SECRA 

website (http://www.secra.org/) by November 11, 2019.  Case submissions should not include 

information that identifies the authors or their affiliations.  Failure to follow the formatting/submission 

guidelines may delay or disqualify acceptance. 

2. SECRA strongly encourages student submission and participation.  Please indicate the contact author, 

faculty advisor, and student author(s), as applicable. 

3. Cases submitted must not have been published or presented elsewhere.  Only complete cases with an 

accompanying instructor manual submitted by the submission deadline will be considered for awards. 

4. A tiered evaluation process will examine 1) full cases, 2) embryo cases, and 3) abstracts.  Address 

questions to the 2020 Program Chair, Jon Krispin, at SECRA2020@gmail.com or the 2020 Past 

President, Kristie Abston, at Kristie.Abston@MTSU.edu. 

http://www.secra.org/

